The control of O6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT) activity in mammalian cells: a pre-molecular view.
Human peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBLs) can have a range of O6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT) activities. PBLs from some individuals may have almost no MGMT activity. Such individuals have most often been subject to malignancy or to immunodeficiency disease. Long-term lymphoblastoid lines (LCLs) prepared from PBLs of normal subjects by Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) transformation have MGMT activities which are in general somewhat higher than the PBLs from which they derive. Such cultures are therefore generally MGMT-positive. Only in rare cases, and generally from patients with low MGMT activity, are freshly obtained lines with very low activity obtained. There is however a 4-fold range of MGMT activity over which multiple lines derived from the same PBL sample can be found. Long-term cultivation can lead to LCLs with low activity as well as to lines of high activity. On rare occasions an MGMT-positive line may, within a few divisions, give a negative line. Some (but not all) MGMT-negative (or very low) lines have been known to gain (some) activity. Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell lines are in general very low in MGMT activity. Lines of higher activity can be selected by treatment with mutagenic crosslinking alkylating agents. Chinese hamster lines with high MGMT activity can be obtained by transfection with human DNA from MGMT-positive cells. Lines with significant activity can also be obtained by transfection of CHO cells with human DNA from MGMT-negative (or very low) cells. Resistance to MNNG treatment can be acquired without the acquisition of significant MGMT activity. Crosses of lines of high and low MGMT activity give equivocal results. Hybrids of low x low activity have no activity. Crosses of positive x positive strains give varied results. It has not been possible to identify MGMT-positive hybrids as including one particular chromosome by this type of experiment. There is no evidence for a general adaptive effect on MGMT synthesis greater than the variation within the cell cycle.